MINUTES OF WESTON SCHOOL COMMITTEE ONLINE MEETING - 9:30am on 3/3/2022
Meeting held on Zoom at the following Zoom address: Westonorg.zoom.us/j/84776320048
Documents Used At Meeting
●
●
●
●
●

Updated Policies from MASC (Section A, see February 2022 section)
Section A, Merged Weston/MASC (working document, originals available upon requests)
Section C, Merged Weston/MASC (working document, originals available upon requests)
Section C Contents Summary (fixed-content PDF)
Section C Analysis from MASC (fixed-content PDF)

Major Business
Mr. Kenneth Newberg and Ms. Alyson Muzila of the subcommittee are joined by Ms. Dorothy
Presser of MASC and Assistant Mr. Jake Margolin. The agenda is to start by checking in on the
policy review process, and continue reviewing details from sections A and B, before finishing
discussion of section C from the prior meeting on 2/3/2022. With the remaining time, the
subcommittee will start discussing section G. After discussing new model policies for section A
from the Attorney General’s office and MASC, and other business related to finalizing sections A
and B, the committee moves on to finishing their initial policy review for section C.
Ms. Presser reviews the summary of this section, noting that Weston and MASC are mostly
aligned already for this short section, and that most of the section was reviewed on 2/3/2022.
The subcommittee reviews each policy left in section C, with Mr. Margolin screensharing the
merged document with Weston and MASC versions of each policy respectively. For each policy,
Ms. Presser summarizes the major differences, leading into discussion of which version is best
to adopt. For some policies the subcommittee agrees to keep them unchanged or only make
minor changes, while others the subcommittee agrees to adopt the MASC version instead of
keeping Weston’s old version. For most, the subcommittee tends to adopt MASC’s version with
some rewording and other Weston-specific changes. There’s consensus on each of the policies.
The subcommittee finishes section C in this meeting, but does not get far into section G at all,
and needs to discuss the timelines of future meetings. The consensus is that the committee will
hold a special meeting on 3/17/2022 to finish sections A and B so that they can be brought to a
vote for the full committee later in the Spring, and continue with section G a month later in April.
After this brief discussion of timeline and next steps the meeting adjourns and members sign off.

